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STAFF WORKING PAPER NO. 4-1' 

ACHIEVING THE PARlICIPATOKY MANAGEMENT VISION: 
BUILDLVG THE CAPACITIES OF THE EXISTING IRRIGAIION DEPARTMENT 

AND IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT DIVISION' 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Purpose 

The first three IMPSA Policy Working Papers Propose important changes in the 
functions, mssions, responsibilities, and implementation strategies of the overnment 

primarily "control" function to a primarily "support and facilitate" function. The three papers 
also highlight the necessity for significant changes within these agencies in order to 
implement the participatory management programme effectively, and achieve the broad 
objectives set out in these pa ers PWP 1, setting out a broad "vision" of the future, 

single irrigation management agency at the national level, to be built around the Irri ation 
Department (ID), and to include the Irrigation Management Division (IMDf and 
appropriate components of the Mahaweli Authority of Sri Lanka. 

Policy Working Paper (PWP) No. 4, entitled "Modernizing the Irrigated Agricultural 
Sector: Transformations at the Macro-Institutional Level," will spell out the changes re uired 

on five Staff Workin Papers fSWP), which will be detailed analyses of the key agencies 

aper, SWP 4.1, focuses specifically on t e ID and the IMD of the Ministry of Lands, 
frrigation and Mahaweli Development. Its purpose is to propose a broad outline of the 
changes required in these organizations in order to achieve the ambitious objectives set out 
in IMPSA Policy Paper No. 1, and a strategy for achieving these changes. 

1.2. Objeclives 

irrigation management agencies. These changes can be summarized as a s a ift from a 

specifically includes a vision o P .  a process of evolution of the various agencies toward one 

in the irrigation management a encies necessary for long term success. PWP 4 will be 1 ased 

involved, as well as o f provincial and local overnments and the private sector. The present fl 

The specific objectives of SWP 4.1 are: 

to identify the kinds of changes required within the ID and IMD, in terms of their 
mission, personnel, organizational structure, organizational culture, recruitment 

1. 

The author was assisted in the preparation of this paper by a Consultation Panel composed of 
Messrs. K. Yoganathan (DI), D.W.R.M. Weerakoon (ID), S.Senthinathao (ID), K.W. Perera (ID), D.M. 
Ariyaratne (DIIMD), A Gunasekera (IMD), Joe Alwis (M/Coconut Industries), T.H. Karunathilaka (ADB 
Institutional Strengthening Project), I.K. Weerawardena (Consultant, MASL), N.G.R. de Silva'(D/IMPSA) aud 
Nihal Fernando (IMPSA). 
.' 



promotion and incentives policies, co 
decentraliz 
supp6rtiiig 

to propose a strategy to be used by the ID and IMD to bring about necessary 
internal changes in order to be able to implement the new policies effectively; and 

to propose, if ossible, a strategy for achiehg the long term objective'of the creation 

participa.tory management policies. 

A key issu6addressed h t h e  the extent to which the.Government should go 
for 'radical institutional changes in run, .versus &"slower' process of evolution and 
change from within, leadin ultimately to the "necessar:,fadical changes. There are 

2. 

3. 
of a single ef P ective national a8ency to achieve the long term objectives of the, new 

ftant trade-offs involvec! in this ,decision, as discusse , below. 
. .  . . .  . ,  . , . .  . .  : ,  

, .  ,, .~ , , .  . .  
, . .  

,M&ltodology 

hasbeen the case for other IMPSA Staff W 
used in preparing this paper. These'include: 

ers, several methodologies 

Intensive discussions with senior management staff from both the ID and IMD, who 
along with IMPSA secretariat and IIMI/SLFO staff, the Coclrdinator of the Asian 

and several 

. the panel are given in Appendix 1." The members of the pane were unanimous in 
supporting the broad ob ectives of IMPSA and the 'purpose and objectives of this 
paper, but it proved dif fl cult to achieve a full consensus on the means to achieve 
these; i.e., the-details in this pa er Nevertheless, the paper represents a broad 
consensus, after a lot of give a n 1  take and compromise; whule not every member 
entirely agrees.with every detail, most members agree on .most points. 

Background data were collected by an IIMI Research Associate: and Research Officer 
through study of key documents and key informant interviews. In addition, these 
officers carried out a survey of a small sample of senior and middle level officers to 
obtain their views. The results are summarized in Appendices 2 and 3 of this report. 

An early draft of this paper was presented to a consultative'workshop in which about 
30 senior and middle level officers of both ID and IMD partic:ipated. The draft has 
benefited greatly by the suggestions and recommendations that emerged from that 

A inimber of importam papers and documgnfs wer6 constilted, including .the 
recommendations of the. Institutional Strengthening Pr0ject.01~ JMDs structure and 
management, the pa ers on ID and IMD reorganization contained in papers 
presented at a 1990 borkshop sponsored by the Sri Lanka -- IIMI Consultative 
Commit1:ee (IIMI 1990), and various internal documents on the present structure 

. .  

1. 

Bank-supported Institutional Stren thening Project, 
constituted a:Cunsultative Panef This panel met officially four 

of the  panel held additional meetiiay. The members of 
, 

.. 

2. 

, ,  I ,  

3. 

. . j I  , . ,  . 
4. 

, 

- 1  
i 

. I  

. I  
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and operation of the ID, and proposals for reform generated within the Department 
itseIf. 

A serious problem hampering preparation of this paper is the lack of adequate data 
on the -1 mana ement, communicatibn and operational processes withilithe ID and 

patterns, etc:, but the internal management processes of the managing 'organizations 
themselves have gone largely unstudied so far. The paper has had to depend on statements 
by agency staff which tend to reflect official policies and expectations rather than actual 
observed processes, official documents, and perceptions of outsiders whuse views may be 
biased or incomplete. Most successful efforts at organizational transformation in other 
organizations, as described in the organizational change literature, have included the 
presence of neutral trained observers to cdllect data ahd feed'it back to those planning a 
change process, and a continuing obseryational process to provide data for guiding the 
change 'process. 

Finally, an important conceptual problem that faces' all efforts at organizational 
change is an -understanding'of the complex relationships between changes at the individual 
level and the organizational level. At the individual level, we can observe very important 
changes over the last decade within the ID and other agencies in re ard to many peoples' 

ex eriences. But it cannot be assumed that such individua 'i level changes by themselves are 
sugicient to bring about a change in the organization's actual behavior and effectiveness. 
Nor can we assume that changes at the organizational level, for example a new 
organizational structure, by themselves, are sufficient to bring about changes in individual 
behavior. 

There is a complex mutually reinforcing relationship between change ,at 'these two 
levels, and both must be addressed simultaneously. This complexity, moreovei,' makes a 
change program a ve complex one in which the exact outcomes of specific, inputs are not 
entirely redictable. %is is why a change process requires a deep understanding of the 

effective leadership. 

Time constraints -- IMPSA is on a very tight schedule -- prevent thorough study of 
all of the issues involved. This paper does not attempt a complete description of the history 
and present status of the ID and IMD. Rather, it attempts to focus on those key issues that 
need to be addressed soon, and also identifies a longer term process for refining and 
elaborating the changes required in the future. 

2. 

2.1. 

. .  

IMD. There is a H ot of research on system performance, farmers' behavior, cropping 

, .  ~ 

attitudes, perceptions, understanding, and motivation, 1Br ely 'a resu p . ~  t of both training and 

issues, e F fective monitoring and feedback systems, full participation of the st 

. .  

ANALYSIS OF IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT: KEY ISSUES 

The Mission ~. and Objectives of the Irrigation Department 

The Irrigation' Dep 

. .  

. .  

nt (ID) has.a long and honorable history from the beginning 
of this century. It has implemented the policies of the Government very effectively. Those 
policies until recently emphasized construction of new systems to add to the stock of 
irrigated area. In fact the very success of the ID is an important reason why Sri Lanka has 



now moved decisively from a "construction hase" to a "management phase" in its irrigation 
development (Aluwihara and Kikuchi 19915. 

The main objectives of the ID are officially stated as follows j(ID 1984): 

1. development of land and water resources for irrigated agriculture, hydro-power and 
flood control; 

2. provision. of irrigation and drainage facilities for cultivable land in'irrigation and 
drainage projects; and ~ -. 

. ,  

, .  
. .  3. water management for production of crops. . .  

, .~ I . ,  

In 1990, in a document on the "new mandate and future functions of the Department" 
(ID 1990), the Department retained the first two objectives as given above, but roposed 
modifying the third: to insert; after "water management," a phrase given in {rackets: 
"(mana8ement jointly with water users)". 'But whereas previously .the Ilepartmnt identi,fied 
8 functions as deriving from. its ob'ectives, ,in the'1990 proposal it inc.reased the number of 
proposed functi.ons I to 20, inch ing several relating specificall to 0&M of systems, 
promoting farmers', organizations; and joint management . ,  o systems with. farmer 
orgariizations. The proposaLincludes .important suggested for reorganizing the 
Department to be able to fulfill this broader mandate. . 

r . "  
d 

, , 
. .  .. . , ~, ? . .  . . ,  

.. :From these doauments we can-conclude two things: ' , ~. , I . ,  . 

1. 
. "  

Senior management in the Department are trying to accommodate the Department 
to the.:new requirements, and are very open to making importa. 

, .  ctively lmplement its broader mission; . .  , 

, ,  
he,less, the Department finds it 'difficult, by 

ple by recognizing its future construction functions 'iniayi bwiessi hportant,  
and giving central place to operation and maintenance and prbvisioni of ..support 
services 1.0 farmers' organizations. This is shown by the modest 
the objectives;.which continue to emphasize construction. ' 

. ,, 

sue Na. 1 is identified as follows: Therefore LD Is 
. ,  . .  . .  

The present and recently proposed mission and objectives of thle Department are not 
fully consistent with the need to have an irrigation management agency able to 
improve and sustain the performance of existing irri ation systems, assist farmers to 
develop and strengthen their organizations to enab f e them to take over increasing 
levels of system management responsibility; and provide. necessary technical ,and 
management support services to the Provinaal De artinents and farmers' 

re-orientatio-n and re-structuring without, .some. outside assistance. 
orgamzations. It is not clear that the Department could Pr, inj;.about the necessary 

, ,  
. .  . .  

, I. 
. . .. 
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2.2. Personnel Policies of the Irrigation Department 

The ID, like all government departments, isgoverned by the prevailing public service 
system. This ' system, while having many strengths, has been recognized as needing 
considerable reform as well, for example by the Administrative Reforms Commission. Many 
of the rules, regulations and policies are out of date and not a propriate for the modem 
tasks of the' public service. One serious problem is that the, pub ic seryic,e system. presently 
has few incentives to reward and encourage a high level of performance and innovativeness. 
Thus, the people ,of Sri Lanka are not getting the full benefit that would  be^ possible given 
the generally high calibre of people. me constraints inherent in this system have an 
important impact on the Department, and may be regarded as. a critical constraint to 
achieving the ambitious objectives of the Government. 

Presently all middle and senior management positions' are filled by civil engineers 
who are members of the.'Sri Lanka Engineering Services (SLES), with the exception of the 
post of Additional Director for Personnel and Administration, and a few admiqktrative and 
specialized scientific research positions. The Department is a "closed".'depaitment, in the 
sense that recruitment and promotion to most rofessional posts, and seniorypQsts with the 
one exception. noted, is from within the ranks o F '  the civil engineers based on seniority. This 

as helped maintain a remarkable level of unityand esprit 

f 

ly; and it has enable the Department to resist 
g its independence and professiondism 

tation of major changes in the mission, objectives and 
characteristics that have been sources of strength are to 
ments to achieving these ch ges. There are at least two 

key issues, as follows: 

ID Issue No, 2: , .  , 

In order to become an effective "multidiscipiina 
future create some positions for non-engineers, i. 
and in order to attract the best people, there must be some reasonably good career 
prospects for both engineers and non-engineer professionals. 

ID Issue No. 3: 

The emphasis on promotion entirely based on seniority reduces the incentives toward 
high performance and responsiveness to clients, and makes it difficult to ensure that 
the best-qualified people are in the appropriate positions. 

2.3. Organizational Structure of the Irrigation Department 

The present organizatioFa1 structure of the ID "is constituted by the Director of 
Irrigation to establish the engmeering and administrative functions"zerformed by the 
Department (ID 1984). The head office includes branches each with ivisions, ?nits and 
sections, while the field level generally consists of range, field division, project and 
subproject offices. The ID is managed by a Director of Irrigation (DI) who has overall as 
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well as technical functions; he is assisted by two Additional Directors, one of whom is 

Director for Personnel and Administration, and they in turn are assisted by Senior 
Deputy Directors. 

, .  . ,  . 

The DI can delegate his authority to these people, who then act' .on his 'behalf 

In brief, this organizational structure can be characterized as follows: 

keeping him informed (ID 1984). 

. ,  

, it .is.highly centralized and hierarchical; , .  

, .  . , .  

2. there is a tendency, as a result of its centralized nature, for a separation of actual 
&om. aotual authority, resulting .in many .decisions- beim taken at a 

rity is delegated' .for example. to a Range :Deputy. Dimetor, ' higher 
es are. ,often asked to take decisions perhaps! out of a concern, about :'!second 

: .theihierarchy .thatl,,would' be functionaIly rrecpired;.-. % ven' where 

responsibility; 
' .  , ,  . ,  . 

and informal processes of c ors 
:decisions are :taken only after mu~ch discnssion.and consensus 
st this hierarchical structure, reinforced ;by the'strict seniority 

system, inhibits the development of more participatory group processes for problem 
' solving. This affects not only the decision-making.prpecesses mi;hin.the D&partment, 

.. but also affects the ability .of Department 'persbnne1tto:avercapi .thd .long-standing 
hierarchical relationship with farmersi and ;work effectivelyip a :participatory manner 

there is evidence that the present management structure is not, effective either in 
terms of communication among the levels of the hierarchy, or in terms of 
performance . monitoring and evaluation 'of staff and the programs being 
implemented. Thus, it is clear that: a) many project level staff dlo notyet understand 

. ' or accept the new policies of participatory management, and in some cases are even 
resisting its implementation; b) management is not always fully aware of the gaps 
between head office and project level understandings; c) th'ere is no systematic 
planning and performance monitoring and evaluation system to (ensure thatipiograms 
are being implemented, with the exception of construction projects; 

the present management structure is based on the past objectives of the Department 
which emphasized plannin4, investigating, and constructing new facilities; it .does not 
reflect the present emphasis on O&M and institution-building. A few years ago the 
Department created a position of Senior Deputy Director for. Water Management, 
whose position description has many of these elements (ID 1984), but since the 
incumbent departed a few years ago, the position has been vacant: ' 

.Some of these problems have been recognized recently by senior ID management. 
Very constructive .and important proposals have been put forward to re-organize the 
departmental structure to give. more emphasis to ;O&M, institutianal development; and 

' 

,'' 

with them; . # , , , :  , ' 

4. 

, .  . .  

5. 

. 
I 

. . .  
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applied research (Weerakoon 1990; ID 1990). To date the Department has not received 
approval to implement these changes. Any proposed re-structuring must take these 
proposals into account and build on them. 

Therefore, ID Issue No. 4 may be stated as follows: 

The present organizational structure of the Irrigation Department is not appropriate 
to its new mission, objectives, and functions. The present communication system 
among levels is also not, very effective, leading to serious problems in implementing 
the new participatory management policies. 

2.4. Pehonuance Monitoring and Resource Mobilization 

aff Workng Paper (SWP 2.7) has pointed out that the ID does not at 
.adequate system for monitoring and evaluating irrigation system 

oposes some measures for im rovement. In fact, the paper sug ests 
'monitoring as used to be 8 one in the .past is now not used. h i s  
re are some kind of institutional constraints that make it difficult to 

In addition ta: mqnitqring and evaluating irrigation system performance, there is a 
,need for ah ,,ef€@ive system for monitoriqg organizational, and thus staff 

nce, linked.to 'ay&&m for addressing shortqopings, and providing incentives for 
gigher levels of staff performance. ,;At the moment the ID has no such systematic system, 
and the performance of its staff is .!a%ge ependent on individual- interest and motivation. 
Our small rapid survey of ID professi staff suggests [bere would be a high degree of 
support for a change in the performance evaluation system for staff linked to promotions 

The Department often points out that a major reason for the low level of irrigation 
system maintenance and general poor performance is that the De artment is iven very 

same study goes on to demonstrate cledrly that the present system for budgeting, allocating, 
prioritizing, and using funds i s  not accompanied by a performance-based monitoping system, 
and that the management of maintenance, and more broadly the management of resources 
for O&M leaves much to be desired. .. ..-, 

implement and sustain a performance monitoring. and evaluation program. 
. .  

, > a , ,  , . .  and other incentives. ., , , 

inadequate resources. A recent study, confirms this, resource gap ( .rp EAMS 1991 f . But the 

' , ,. . .. . 

,Thus, two rnore'issues can be identified; ... ~ . 

ID Issue No. 5 :  

The resources: presently made available to the Department are not adequate to 
achieve Its present mandate. ' They would be even less adequate if that mandate is 
expanded. More generally, O&M is greatly underfunded. 

, ,  



. ,  8 . .  . .  

. .  . ,  , 

, I  

II) Issue No. 6 :  

The Department is using those ressurcesihat it d 
to both human and financial resources: ' f i e  
performance monitoring and evaluation systems tied .t 
achieving . ,  high levels of performance.' , . ! .  , 

n t l i  T$is applies 
is t e absence of 

of incentives for 
, .  

. .  . , ., . .  

2.5. ~. Water Resources Planning and Development a n d  

Planning and development of water reso ottant.,and long-standing 
function of the ID. The ID routinely collects er flows in river basins, but 
collection of data on groundwater resources is ,done b@he Watsr Rewurces Board. This 

a certain' fragmentation of dat;). ' In add th,+,,'is 'pfesentljz no on-gqing 
ic program to'use the data collected on wate lability, aloing with other data on 
and alterfiative uses of water, for systematic planning and clevelopment df water 

resources. This problem was recently 'highllghted by the ,consultana, team preparing ,the 
North West Provlnce Water Resources Project, 

Related to this gap, is the present lack of an institutional capacity for pro'ect 
identification, development, and desigb.' Most ID rojects are designed1 by consultants, 0 i! ten 

which the Department staff were not entirely comrilitted (Ni  nidn 19(11). Conceprud+, 
and designing complex water resource development prvj,jicts, in+@iIlg irrigation projects, 
requires specialized management skills presently not available thse ID, lean% the ID 
overly dependent on outside consultants. 

. . .  

provided by the donor. This has led to projects t P ]at were in,yprnp+;tdv designed, and to 

Thus, the final two issues to be discussed are identified as follows: 

ID Issue No. 7: 
' The count, presently has a poorly developed institutional capacity for water resource 

planning, 7 evelopment and management. The ID has some expertise, but it is not 
well-organized and supported. 

ID Uswe No. 8 .  

The ID has no expertise in project identification and development, leaving .it overly 
dependent on outside consultants, which often leads to p:rojects that are not 
appropriately designed and difficult to implement. 

3. ANALYSIS OF IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT DIWSION AND ITS 
RELATIONSHIP TO THE IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT: KEY IS,SUES 

The Mission and Objectives of JMD 

The Irrigation Management Division (IMD) was created by the Ministry in 1984 
rimarily to implement the Integrated Management of Agricultural Schemes (INMAS) 

grogramme in about 35-40 major irrigation settlement schemes. As p a t  of this effort, its 

i , ,  , ,  , .  

3.1. 

- !  

i ' ,  

- i  
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system-level Project Managers had two major responsibilities: 

a. develop an institutional framework for farmers to uarticbate in irrigation 
system-management through farmers' organizations ind joint agency-&mer 
committees; and 

b. coordinate the provision of~agricultural services and inputs from the various 
government and non-government agencies at scheme level. 

In addition, IMD was assigned other responsibilitiek,', including overseeing and 
coordinating O&M service fee collection (now basically defunct), allocation of O&M funds 
from the government to the Irrigation Department; management of special donor-funded 
projects, especial1 ISM and MIRP, and advising the government on various issues 

The IMD has been an important mechanism through which the Ministry has 
promoted eqeriments .in institution-building, and elaborated methodologies for 
im lementation of what later came to be formalized as the Partici atory Management 
poicy. At project level, project managers generally have pursued.. t 0th major ',INMAS 
responsibilities vigorously. On some schemes as the Project Management Committee has 
become more effective, the coordination function has been carried out increasingly through 
this Committee. At head office level, and in the eyes of many-external .observers, the 
development of an institutional framework for farmers' participation in system management 
has received the most attention, and has had the most impact on policy. 

However, ~ the IMD was never intended as a "permalient" ofganizatibn; With 
increasing frequency, one hears suggestions that it is time to consider incdrporating the 
institutional development and project manasement functions .within 2 reformed Irri ation 

incorporated, or whether some or all staff would be retained in the Division with new 
functions assigned to the Division. Our brief rapid survey (Appendix 3) gad ,otEer sources 
also show considerable anxiety among IMD field staff regarding any possible merger of ID 
and IMD. 

In 1989, under 'the Institutional Strengthening Project supported by ADB, the 
consultants made a .number of important recommendations for strengthenin IMDs 
operations, which were accepted at a worksh h. owever, 
implementatilon required obtaining some addition taff. Since the Government is presently 
going through a restructuring process including longterm reduction.of Staff;'the IMD has 
not been able to obtain the necessary cadre , t o  increase its effectiveness. Yet 
simultaneously, one finds additional demands an8 tasks being added, including the recent 
decision that IMD should assist the MASL in developing its participatory management 
programme. Much of the present IMD bud et comes from two donor-funded projects, 

reduce the'resotirces 

From the heginning it is fair to sa that many people in the Irrigation Department, 
and also outside the Department, have i ad serious reservations about whether having a 

. .  

. .  

pertaining to reha g ilitation, management and institution-building. 

Department. If this is done, the question arises as to whether the IMD staff would a K so be 

, .  

and ,by the IMD itself. 

ISMP and.MIRP, both of which are scheduled f or completion in mid-1992. This.will further 
ilable to the Division. 

, .  
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entin activities that in principle belong within the Department is 
ch. ' "khD 'has been effective in developihg programmes for 

qertain donor-funding projects 
Howev(er, one "cost' of this 

take in working with farmers' 
organizations. They often refer to them as the IMDs orgaNzations, and often do not deal 

preferring ,to work throu Ih IMD with farmers 

1 'to the 'ID will in 'the long run will inhibit the 

9,ry wagement ,  and in ensurin 
~il~ing.,element at scheme 
ID staff ao' not feel'they h 

Sow for haying created IM b , but i t  can be argued 

development a new int ry management system . . . .  , 

,,, 
. .  .. .. 

..: ' , 
. .  
.~ 

: : I  

3.2. 
. 

, .  

From , .  the ,qiscussion(above, . .  . . we can distill. , . , ,  three kq 

As .a result of government public service restructuring policies, the IMD is unable to 
obtain sufficient resources to carry' out its present functions effectiyely, let algne to 
expand its activities'as desired by the Mimstry. With the end of two mapjdonor- 
funded pro'ects in mid-1992 (ISMP and MIRP), these resources +ll e further . ,  . 

IMD Issue No. 2 :  

While'the creation of the IMD may have been a correct decision at the time &:was 
made, presently one unintended consequence ' of its continuation is that the 
development of multidisciplinary irri ation management capabilities in the ID, 
including working with farmers to $evelop effective system-level management 
systems, is seriously inhibited. If the ID is'going to develop these capabilities then 
one key to the change is the IMD itself. 

IMD Issue No. 3: 

If it is accepted that the ID should develop its broader irrigation management 
capabilities, then the role of the IMD should be re-conside:red. There are two 
o tions: 1) discontinue the IMD and incorporate its staff and functions into the ID; 
2rcontinue the IMD but in a new role, either as a management "consultant" to assist 
the ID and MASL to build their own institutional capabiliti.es or in the role of 
monitoring and evaluating, on behalf of the Ministry of Irrigation, the progress of the 
overall implementation of the participatory management policy. 

The Relationship of the ID and IMD 

reduced. dl us IMD is facing a critical crisis in terms. of resources. . '  
, .. , 

This issue has been referred to above but needs to be'highligh 
finds considerable tension and apprehensions by the staff of both ID and I 
other: This was reflected in the panel itself and in the consultative 
staff believe that IMD field officers are pitting the farmers against the 
credit while ID staff do the work; that. IMD staff have certain " erks?, and facilities not 
. enjoyed , ,. by ID staff; F d  that building FOs is the responsibility ,oi?IN@, . .  fo,r,,which ID has 
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no concern. Many IMD staff also hold to some perceptions, such as that ID staff do not 
cooperate adequately to build FOs; while farmers' fir$' complaint and concern is about 
water, "we", i.e., IMD staff, are helpless; IMD staff have a lot of res onsibility but no 
authority; and there are concerns about the future pros 

The factual position is that both ID and IMD are en aged in the same operation -- 
irrigation management -- and function e canal O&M and f '  uilding FOs to take over some 
of these functions cannot'be separate is,the ID that must turn over canals; and maintain 
subsequent supporting linkages with FOs, so'the' ID staff must,'be closely involved in 
building the or anizations. But since for a number of reasons it is difficult for ID technical 

d effective FOs, there is,a need for a separate set of institutional 
s ecialists working Cl 'with the technical' staff and. farmers to build FOs. Logically, 

management in the maJor schemes to ensure this integrated approac . Since the r i b  is 
not a permanent department, and does not have the ,regional organizational arrangements, 
staff, or resources, it is a re-organized ID that should be the core of this unified irrigation 
mahagement agency. 

4. PROPOSED ORGANIZATIONAL REFORMS 

4.1. Introduction 

The panel discussed at great length the degree to which a radical change is required, 
for example a completely new organization formed under a new legal mandate to re lace 

new name, new mission, and new personnel recruitment olicies; or a phased re-orientation 

ID and IMD should be amalgamated, and if so, on what kind of time frame and on what 

ir to say there was no complete consensus on any of these questions. 
Outsiders, not surprisingly, advocated more radical change than could be accepted by the 
senior ID aod~ IMD management staff on the panel. The latter offered very cogent 
arguments for a less radical approach, including the importance of identi ing ch'kges and 

an approach would lead to severe conflict and resistance, which Id undermine the 
chances of achieving the mutually-agreed objectives. On the other .it was recognized 
that some significant changes are necessary that may not be very popular initially to the staff 
of the agencies. A balanced approach is required. A key underlying question is, "what are 
the minimum changes required to ensure effective implementation of the ambitious 
participatory management programme?" 

This section is therefore based on the following assumptions and concepts: 

The necessity for fairly radical changes in ID/IMD for success to ensure their 
capacity to implement the Government's participatory management policy as 
articu1,ated in IMPSA Policy Papers 1-3; 

ts of the IM 8 and the staff. 

staff by themse 'i ves to 

t K erefore, the most, ,appropriate arrangement is to have one a ency for irri ation fl 

the present Irrigation Department; or radical change of the Department itself, inch d! ing a 

and change process within the ID. A related question a x dressed at length was whether the 

a change process that could be accepted by the ID and IMD staff themse r ves. Too radical 

1. 
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The necessity to build on the present organizational and personnel base, and to 
proceed iu stages: through a participatory approach; 

The necessity for external assistance and support, in terms of a clear agreement with 
the Ministry on what will be done, by whom, in what time period, and with what 
resources, including external sources of management expertise; 

The necessity to balance the need for radical and timely change with the need to 
plan and implement these changes with the participation of I13 and IMD staff. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

4.2. Proposed New Mission and Objectives of the Irrigation Department 

The ove:rall mission of the Irrigation Department should be to develop water 
.resources for irrigated agriculture, and to provide technical and management services to 
waker users for the optimum use’of the country’s water resources, with special reference to 
irrigation management, for effective implementation of the Goveriment’s Participatory 
Irrigation Management policies. 

I .  . 

The objectives of the Irrigatio 

1. 

epartment should be: 

to be responsible for overall planning, development, and conservation of the 
water resources of the country; 

to plan, construct, operate, maintain and im rove irrigation schemes and 

. .  . 

2. 
dramage and flood control schemes (outside tl: e Mahaweli); 

I 

3. to promote the establishment and strengthening of farmers’ organizations to 
build their capacities for irrigation management and improvement as well as 
for other functions to improve the profitability and productivity of irrigated 
agriculture; 

to provide management and technical assistance and advice to both provincial 
council departments and farmers’ organizations responsible for management 
and improvement of their irrigation schemes, to ensure ,they are able to do so 
efficiently and effectively in a sustainable manner; 

to work with farmers’ organizations in implementing tbe policies of self- and 
jo:int-management of irrigation schemes; and 

to identify, test through applied research, adapt, and disseminate new 
irrigation technologies and management practices that would enhance the 

7. Building on rch and management experience, provide guidelines for 
setting national standards in terms of desi n specificatio.ns and quality control 
to assist provincial and other agencies an 3’ farmers’ organizations involved in 

4. 

5. 

6. 

ility and productivity of irrigated ag,riculture. 
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construction, modernization, and operation of irrigation systems. 

In other words the Irrigation De artment will be the premier irri@hian,magement 
agency in the country, responsible or iniplementin the Government's participatory 
management policies as described in the IMPSA Policy apers, and for assisting farmers to 
use water productively so as to increase their incomes. 

To reflect this e anded and important mandate, a suggestion has been made to 
change the name of thesepartment. A number of o tions have been suggested, including 
"Water Resources Management Department" &RMD); "Irrigation Mana ement 
Department" (IMD); Irrigattchn Development and Management De artment" (IDM8); and 
Department of Irri ation Management and Development" (DIMDf However, there is no 
consensus on this 8 see next section). 

4.3. 

% P 

Organization and Structure of the Irrigation Department 

The present organizational btructure of the Department is designed to fulfill the 
earlier constnrction-oriented mission of the Department. With a new mission, and new 
objectives, it will be necessary to re-organize the Department so that it can effectively 
implement them. The new Department must be organized so as to be an effective multi- 

and output performance-oriented de artment, i.e., working through 
interdisci2inary teams whose performance is measured ! y their outputs based on plans and 
d,isciplina 

standards, and it must be sufficiently decentralized to ensure decisions are made and 
implemented at a level appropriate to the problems being addressed. 

Attached is an organ aindepicting the proposed new structure of the Department 
at head office and range levels, in~a broad way. Several important features may be noted. 

1. The Department would be re-organized into two subdepartments, each headed by an 
Additional Director of Irrigation. One would be the Additional Director for 
Irrigation Management, the other Additional Director for Technical Services. Each 
of these Additional Directors would be supported by Senior Deputy Directors for 
certain important functions. 

The Director of Irrigation would be supported by three cells, one for public and 
parliamentary affairs, another a planning and monitoring unit, and a third for 
coordination of services to the Provincial Councils (the latter to be headed by a 
Senior Deputy Director). The Director, assisted by Senior Deputy Directors, would 
be responsible for overall planning and performance monitoring; public relations; and 
direct r;upervihion of services to provincial councils, financial manayement,, human 
resource development (HRD) including personnel management, an adrmmstrative 

H 8 D  i,j a new function, that will oversee the development and implementation of an 
, overall human resource development rogramme, designed to ensure the Department 

develops and maintains the range of s I2 ills and expertise required to fulfill its mission, 
and that there is a long-term career development process to enable professional staff 

2. 



3. 

to develop to their full potential within the Department; l'he HRD unit would 
provide overall policy and planning guidelines to ensure that the human resources 
are available to implement the department's programme effec 
it would also manage. the administration of personnel. It sho 
Management Development and Training Unit (MDTU) in thse 

The remaining management and technical functions will he delegated to the Additional Directors. , ,  

The Additional Direct.or for Irrigation Management, +dl be re 
: i,mpleme:nting the Government's participatory irrigation rnanagemeht 

be assisted by Senior Deputy Directors for Institutional Developmen 
Operations and Maintenance; and Rehabilitation and Modrxnization, as %ell as 
Project Directors for special donor-funded rojects, and a Deputy Di ree t i  for the 
'Research Management Unit. This sub B euartment will illan and imdement 

. I  

programmes forTpromoting and strengthenhi farmers' org&izations for i tr igafih 
system management; implementing the policy to turn over systems to farmers' 
organizations for self-management; working with farmers organizations for joint- 
management of larger schemes; providing management and technical services ' to 
farmers' organizations. for operation;. maintenance, im rovement and modernization 

igation systems ' and for modernization an% diversification : of irrigated 
lture; and applied research to develop .test and atdapt new irrigation 

Since the: primary functions of the range and divisional units oE the Department will 
be irrigation mana ement, the Deputy Directors of Ranges will also report directly 

Senior Deputy Directors within the Subdepartment. 

The Additional Director for Technical Services will be responsible for water 
resources :planning and development, design and construction, and ' a  range of 
specialized services including the hydraulics laboratory, land use division, equipment 
management, etc. He will be assisted by Senior Deputy Directors for water resources 

$0 ensure the Department becomes an effechve multi-disciplinary department -- 
essential for it to achieve its mandate -- there must be attractive career opportunities 

.. for non-engineering professionals as well as- engineers. On the other hand, certain 
functions will continue that require an engineering background. 

A key component of this propsd'tderefore is that certain posi.tions will be reserved 
for SLES; certain ones for SEAS,(as,a present); and certain ones would be open to 
persons from a variety of relevant disciplines. This includes the positions of 
Additional Director for Irri ation Management; Senior Deputy Directors for 
Institutional Development, human Resource Development and Agricultural 
Planriing,; Project Directors; and Deputy Director for Research Management; and at 
the range and project levels, Institutional, Development MIanagers, and Project 
Managers. It is emphasized that these positions would be open to d l  disciplines, 
including SLES personnel, with the relevant capabilities. 

logical. and. management innovations. .. 

. .  

to the Additional. %. irector for Irrigation Management, and will be guided by the 

4. 
* 

lanning and development; construction; and specialized services. 
5 .  

i . ,  , 
. I  
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The Range Deputy Directors' primary responsibility will be to supervise the 
implementation of the Government's participatory irrigation management policy at 
the fie1.d level. He 11 be assisted by a Chief Irrigation Engineer for supervision of 
technical activities Institutional Development Mana er for supemsion of the 

. 6. 

institutioc-building 'and training activities, and an Agricu f turd Officer who may be 
,the. Department of Agriculture. Project 
rmers' organizations (as at present under 

as well as Division Irrig3tion Engineers will report to the 

Alternative Ontion. An option that was discussed but on which no consensus was 

As a part of the pro osal to re-name the De artment as mentioned above, it was 

as "Director General." The proposed subdepartments would then be headed by full 
Directors. 

Instead of two subdepartments, three were suggested: a Director for Irrigation 
Management, a Director for Technical Services, and a Director for Water Resources 
Develo ment, reflecting the broader role envisioned. In fact, the Department's 

No consensus was reached because it was suggested that under current civil service 
rules, there is no provision for an enhanced position, called "Director General" higher than 
a Director; creation of such a post would be appro riate only if a new organization, like 
an Authority or public board or corporation, were geing proposed. Most panel members 
felt it is premature to propose such a radical change as this. 

The present author nevertheless found the idea of having a "Director General" over 

reached is as follows: 

1. 
also suggested that t K e Director's status shoul%be enhanced by re-designating him 

Decem g er 1990 proposal (ID 1990) also provides for three "Additional Directors". 

2. 

two full Directors an attractive one, though only one panel member 
We suggest that the question of whether there should be two or three 
be re-opened later, as the Department evolves. Our rapid 
(Appendix 2), as well as discussions at the Consultative panel, 
support for a restructuring of the Department along the lines 
only on details that there is disagreement. 

Finally, reference was made in an earlier section to a recent study on the 
management of maintenance, and the funds allocated for O&M (TEAMS ,19911, Policy 
Paper .No. 2 recommends a project-based open budgeting and accounting system: This 
author very strongly recommends the Department make a serious effort to improve, its 
overall system for,financial management, linking, it closely to performance. Efficient use of 
existing resources would lead to im roved Department erformance, and would also provide 

4.4. Personnel and Human Resource Development Policies of the Irrigation Department 

an objective basis for identifying t i e resource gap an B '  seeking to fill this gap. 

As noted above, an important change will be the operling up of certain key positions 
within the Department to non-engineers, in addition to those positions that will continue to 
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be reserved for engineers. These "open" positions will be re,cruited throw h a selection 
process from arnong public servants (SLES, SLAS) of the ,i&varrt, ley+: f of ' >  ,seniority. 
Initially reference may be given to persons within the Mi&$ry: of &,ands? Igigation and 
Mahawet-: Devdopment.. As the in-house ca ability .develops, .sw&r .p,o&icgs would 

attractive career .opportunities within the Department for: nonregi:neers 
.suggested.that t h  oposed positions for Senior Deputy Director (A ricul 
a d  .Agricultural. cers attached to the Range Office could be fillecffiom.the Sri Lanka 
Agricultural Services, through a secondment arrangement. 

At present there is no effective system for evaluating performance of Department 
staff. Promotions within the SLES are based strictly on seniority, with no consideration for 
performance and ca ability. Such a s stem provides no incentives for achieuing a.high level 

level than.many are capable of doing. Our rapid survey (Ap endcr 2) su ests a wide 
support for some changes in this system, thou8h some find it 8 ifficult to pu icly, support 
change. Effective implementation of the new irri4ation management policies will require 
changes in peoples' b.ehavior and attitudes, new skills, and a high level of commitment and 
high .individual performance. In other words, the Departments needs to re-orient. itself to 
,beia.g performance-oriented . 

Therefore, for both engineering and non-engineering professional staff, the 
Department should develop an objective, effective, and fair personnel performance 
evaluation system. A suggested approach is outlined here, though further professional 
assistance might lead to alternative suggestions. 

gestion here is: following a rescribed format and set of standards that is 

staff member, each person would be evaluated annually by his or her !supervisor, and rated 
on a scale for overall effectiveness. This format would be used.by the su ervisor to assist 

mechanism ' for. rewarding good performance. The performance evaluation would be 
discussed by the supervisor arid the person evaluated, and the person would be asked to sign 
the evaluation if he agrees, and add any points he or she wishes to. If he or she disagrees 
with the evaluation, a written statement on the basis for disagreemen.t would be prepared 
and sent to the Director of Irrigation. 

The SLES and SLAS personnel within the Department would each be grouped into 
"slabs" based on seniority. Four slabs might be appropriate. Thus the principle of seniority 
resently in use would be retained, but modified miterms of "slabs" rathler than strict ranking f ased on date of appointment. Promotions would be.from within designated seniority slabs 

for positions, but based on performance. 

In order to ensure the 'system is implemented in an objective and impartial way, 
without outside interference, a ,Performance Evaluation Commission would be2 formed, 
consisting of retired senior Irrigation Department (SLES, MLTS) and SLAS personnel. This 
Commission would have three functions: 

normally be ,filled thrwgh promotion from wit I: in the Department. Thufi;,there will be 

$ .  . I 

r 
@. .'; 

of,performance, .an B encourages staf to take a low-risk approach of perf0rming.at.a lower 

keyed to the overall mission and functions o P the Department and the responsibilities of the 

staff to recognize their strengths and weaknesses and overcome the P atter, and as a 

, ,  

~ , ;  
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1. 

2. 

3 .  

to establish an overall .system for performance evaluation and monitoring; 

to review any cases in which a person has disagreed with a performance 
evaluation and make a recommendation to the Director of Irrigation; 

to rank all Department personnel within their res ective service (SLAS, 
SLES, etc), within slabs based on seniority. This ra&ng would be the basis 
for promotions of staff within each slab. 

1mplementat.ion of this system 'should be preceded by a period of careful planning, 
communication of the plans to staff with ample opportunities for them to provide their 
inputs, and training particularly of supervisors. 

Another important innovation on the personnel side that is required for success is 
for the Department to develop a Human Resources Develo ment plan for Departmental 
staff. This is discussed in detail in SWPs 7.1. and 7.2. &e proposed re-organization 
includes a provision for a unit to management this function, which would enhance the long- 
term career prospects of staff; ensure that professional development opportunities are 
provided based on needs;'interests, and performance; and thus contribute to the long-term 
development of the Department's capabilities. 

An important issue requiring further research and analysis is the question of 
improving the performance of the other support services, i.e., the clerks, typists, store 
kee ers, office aides, and the like. At present there is little ificentive for these staff to 

staff. This problem is a wider one in the public services. brgent attention ,is strongly 
recommended. 

4.5. Relationship of the Department to the Ministry of I 

A key question to be addressed here is the future role of the Irrigation Management 
Division (IMD), and the relationship of the Department to the Irrigation Mana ement 
Division if it continues, and the Ministry more broad1 . It has been generally agree LB by the 
Government that Ministries should focus on PO r icy making and monitoring of its 
implementation; they should not be doing policy implementation. At present the IMD, a 
division of the .Ministry, is implementing the INMAS program on selected major schemes. 

As discussed above, the IMD has been a pioneer in developing and testing 
approaches to implementing the participatory management policy Its very success is a 
major reason why a process like IMPSA is now possible,, to consolidate the gains made. It 
was always the: intention of the Government that IMD would be a. temporary division, and 
in the long run, the im lementation functions' should be transferred to the Irrigation 

IMDs implementation functions, and much of its staff, into a newly re-organized Irrigation 

per P orm at the required standard, and little control over their erformance by professional 

Department. It would t R erefore seem logical to use ,this opportunity for incorporating 

Department. 

IMD staff have expressed serious apprehensions about amal amation with the 
Irrigation Department (no doubt there are apprehensions on both si cf es, a natural thing 
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when changes are proposed). Nevertheless, given the integrated multi-disciplinary socio- 
technical nature of irrigation management, it is felt by most people that a single integrated 
department with broad irrigation management functions is essential for future success. 
Therefore two options are possible: 

- I  

1. . Go ahead with amalgamation of IMD and ID in a phased mannef.afld try to manage 
the ensuing problems; 

2. Proceed with reorganizing the ID, to be phased in, and recruit of the required 
non-engineering, staff to work initially outside the INMAS sy! .iGE;i& retaining 
IMDs role in systems.under INMAS. IMD staff would be invited to a ply for 
positions,, and at a later sta e, when .the ID sibilities.into P NMAS 

. . This .paper recommends option number. two, 8nsidered as a phased 
mentation program in phases as given in the next section on implementation. 

It will be important to establish a small'but effective unit wittihthe State, Ministry 
o f .  Irrigation to monitor the performance of the irrigation management poky 
implementation, and to continue to re-evaluate and refine that pol.icy based on.lessons 
learned. Ideally, this should be built around the IMD itself. 

' ,  . .  . ,  . . .  
schemes, IMD staff would % e given the opport 

. ,  

5. PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL REFORMS 

Joint Task Force to Guide the Change Process 

The re-organization rocess needs to be meticulously lanned this paper provides 

Department, Irrigation Management Division, and other Ministry people, assisted by outside 
expertise as necessary, should be formed to plan and guide the implementation of these 
changes. 

5.2. Implementation Ph,ases 

It is useful to have a set of benchmarks and a time table to guide the process. The 
timetable could be somewhat flexible depending on the experiences and problems faced. 
A broad outline of a.possible approach is given below. 

Phase. 1 Re-organization land re-naming?] of Irrigation DeDartment and Initial 
- Integration with. Irrigation Management Division 

a. 1mpJement.re-organization of ID at head office and field levels, ,and post 
inistitutional. staff in non-INMAS schemes; 

b. All Range Deputy Directors of Irrigation to be matde ex-officio De uty 

Director of IMD. , . .  . . ,  , .  , 

5.1. 

only a broad set of guide P ines. A very high level task k rce  co:iisting of Irrigation 

, ,  

. , .  . 

. . 

. . Directors of IMD, and to take instructions regarding INMAS activities P rom 

- 1  

. ,  
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c. Intensive programme of worksho s, team building, and training to 
prepare all parties for new responsi g ilities. 

Tentative time frame: Begin in 4th quarter of 1991; continue until first 
quarter of 1993. 

Consolidate Reoreanization of ID through Integration of IMD Phase 2 

a. Evaluation of the rogress of the ID by the joint task force of senior ID, 
IMD, and Ministry o F ficials; 

b. ID to take over all implementation functions of IMD and most IMD staff 
to be absorbed into ID; 

c. Re-organization of remaining IMD staff and enhancement as needed to 
carry out supervision and monitoring of irrigation management activities on 
behalf of the State Ministry of Irrigation. 

d. Continued intensive training, workshops, team building, and problem- 
solving exercises to ensure a smooth transition and effective implementation 
of government policies. 

Tentative time frame: Evaluation of progress in early 1993 and 
implementation during same year if progress is satisfactory. 

Establishment of a single irrigation management agencv built around the 
Irrigation Depament .  and including Mahaweli 

This is Contemplated only near the end of the decade, once the new 
Department is well-established and in a position to expand further. 

Phase 3 

6. PROPOSED METIIODOLOGIES FOR LMPLEMENTATION 
OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL REFORMS 

This section briefly outlines some of the methodologies and actions required for 
successful implementation of organizational reforms. It should be read in conjunction with 
the SWPs 7.1 ;and 7.2 on human resource development, which provide important 
as well. The discussion is at a general level, i.e., applicable equally 
Department a.nd Irrigation Managtimeht .Division. It will be important to 
both these agencies together frequenfly and fully involve them in the 

The first section of this paper has 'emphasized the complex relationships between 
organizationa:l-level change and individual-level change. To be sustainable 'arn.d effective, 
change must be carried out at both levels simultaneously. Introducing a new organizational 
stmcture without attention to the individual human dimension will not result 1n.Successful 
change in overall performance. Training individuals without also changing the 
0rganizationa:l context within which they work is equally futile. The previous sections have 





ValiiesI Recent literature on organizational change has emphasized the importance 
of "organizational culture", the set of basic values, beliefs, understandings, that is shared by 
members of the organization, and in terms of which they operate and give meaning to what 
they do. The ID and IMD, as on-going organizations, presently have sets of shared values 
within each organization that contribute to their esprit de corps, and provide a basis in 
teTms of which people understand, interpret and retain their commitment to what they do. 
But the values re 

is a "new 

implementation of a participatory management policy are not 
propriate for a construction-oriented agency. What is required 
at goes beyond and enhances the normal professional values of 

The su gested basic values to be developed and inculcated include: a value on 
participatory 8 ecision-making and team work; openness to new ideas; an orientation toward 
experimentation and innovativeness; a strong orientation to service to farmers' or anizations; 
a performance, i.e., output, orientation; and commitment to the mission and o % jectives of 
the agencies, i.e., to implementation of the participatory management policy. 

Saecificitv. This refers to the importance of moving from general principles, values 
and goals, to specifying tasks, objectives, expectations from people, criteria for evaluation, 
etc. People must know exactly what is expected of them, what they are to do, and how they 
will be judged and rewarded. A key component of success will be the development of 

ions, detailed plans, and detailed performance evaluation criteria. "his 
e whieved through a participatory group rocess, not imposed from 

er words, staff should be involved in deve oping their own position 
n interactive team process, that will lead to a level of specificity that is a 

d that will result in a thorough understandirig of and commitment to what 
the person is to do, what other members of the team are doing, and how it all fits together 
into a programme. 

6.2. The Four Methodologies 

Traindl IMPSA SWP 7.1 discusses training in some detail, and should be referred 
to. Training should become an important activity at all levels of the or anizations; training 

process, a detailed training needs assessment should be carried out, an! training 
programmes designed to fulfill these needs. A long term training rogramme, tied both to 

planned knd initiated. The kinds of skills re uired for im lementing a partici atory 

include specific skills in management, leadership, and human relations. Role playing would 
be a particularky effective training methodology in helping people understand their new 
roles. 

P 

units and professional training specialists will be needed. As part o f; the reor anization 

the agencies' mission and the long term career development nee i! s of the staff should be 

management poliky go beyond the uslial technica 9 '  skills (thoug 5: these are importan$, and 

WorkshilpS, Formal training implies a notion of transferring new knowledge and 
skills to help pe,ople do their jobs better. In one sense workshops can be used to fulfill this 
function. But workshops provide an opportunit to go beyond sim ly "receiving" knowledge, 
and actively partici ating in the generation an J shaping of new i cy eas, and thereby ensuring 
a sharing of new i B eas and the creation of a team spirit. 
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. ' Frequent workshops of small groups around specific topics or problems is a good way 
to build eoples' understanding and mutual respect, and to build consensus. The can b e  
used to gvelop and validate specific job descriptions, performance critwia,.work p Y ans, etc. 
Through various methods of group work led by professionals, workshops are an effective. . 
means of overcoming divisions and misunderstandings,' 

Performance incentives and accountabilitv, Throughout this paper the importance 
of planning and performance monitoring and evaluation have been emphasized. It is 
recommended that* the agencies think in terms of longer term plans, say five years, and 
annual plans keyed to the longer term plans. These should state specific goals and 
objectives, resources available, and specify who will be responsible for what. These plans 
should bedeveloped through:apartici atory process, not.imposed from above. Management 
would then monitor performance, antintenkne where problems arise. 'This is no more than 

,. , 

what is, called Management by Objectives, .MBO. . .  
' .  . ,  .: . , . .  

But to be successful, incentives for achieving a hig level of perfor 
accountability for one's performance are also necessary. Salaries and benefits ought to be 
commensurate with responsibilities and should vary with performance, but increasing salaries 
is diffiwlt to achieve in the short run given minimal resources, ,But it it; possible, with good 
leadktship, to develop some non-monetary incentives that would be appropriate within a 
public service organization. Possibilities include public., recognition of high levels of 
performance by establishing a system of annual reward6: for' various units for the best 
performance in such tasks as turnover or improvements in .irrigation efficiency or cropping 
intensity, and individual awards for innovative ideas, orhigh'levels of achievement in their 
work. Encouragement of friendly competition among units of the or anization could be very 

incentives for high performance of staff. Finally, building morale and shared values through 
a participatory a proach will help people feel the importance of itheir work, another 

effective. Similarly, opportunities for special training or specia f :  trips can be used as 

important type o P incentive for high performance. 

programme, in whic l? people are held to be responsible for their. work:. 
Accountabilit is a part of an effective performance monito:ring and 

. ,  

. .  , 

..Professional assistance. A large body of expertise has now been developed in 
methods of understanding and assisting organizational change. . Many of the.concepts and 
methods are applicable to irrigation. management organizations, and to various cultural 
settings including Sri Lanka. It is suggested that given the ambitious niature of the changes 
contemplated, and the com lexity of planning and. implementing such a ro ramme 

necessarily mean "expatriate"; much of the ,required expertise may be available in the 
country. Some expatriate assistance may be required especi.ally in the early stages, but this 
should be aimed at building Sri Lankan expertise that would be available for the long term. 
Three basic kinds of skills are suggested. 

It was noted in the introduction that the lack of research on the internal management 
processes of the ID and M D  is a serious ,weakness in proposing change. Ob'ective 
observation and analysis through various social science methodologies, many 01 them 
developed for assisting organizational change processes are available and should be used as 

effectixly, the agencies shod P d obtain outside. professional .assistance. "Outsi d v  c" oes not 

. 
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a source of insights and data to be used for planning, implementing, and monitoring the 
results of change. 

A second type of expertise may be called "management consultants": people who are 
specialized in assistin agencies to analyze their management problems, and plan and 
implement changes. &en seemingly "sim le" tasks such as preparing job descriptions, or 
designing conimuilication systems, can be B one more effectively if the process is assisted by 
specialists. 

A third type of expertise is training methods and workshop facilitation. There are 
a large number of specialized techniques useful for improving the techniques of training, 
particularly making training programmes more effective for adults, and for assisting peo le 
to surface, analyze, understand, and overcome hidden assumptions, tensions, fears, etc t i at 
inhibit a change process. These types of expertise should be used to assist in implementing 
the long term change process proposed in this paper. 

6.3. Conclusion 

Success requires bringing about changes at a multiplicity of levels: policy, head office, 
range and district, irrigation scheme, field, and individual. It is a complex process,, that must 
be considered as a long-term programme. The transformation and reusentation of the 
irrigation management agencies is part of the "package" of changes required to achieve the 
long term participatory management policy vision. Investing in organizational development 
and human resource development may be considered as creating "social capital" which is a 
pre-requisite for long-term sustainable success. This paper has outlined an approach to 
achieving this. Much more needs to be done to work out the implementation. 
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